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So you want to be a Flash Web designer, but you can’t design Flash Web
sites in a flash? It all takes time. And it also requires a modicum of knowledge,
which is where this book comes in. If you’ve read other Flash how-to
books, you know that they cover the sundry topics like how to create really
cool animations with Flash. However, this book takes you to the next level
and shows you how to create a Flash Web site from soup to nuts.

In order to do most anything, you need some specific tools, just a bit of knowhow,
and perchance a bit of luck mingled with creativity. When you need to
design a Flash Web site, you need the proper tools. For this book, that tool is
Flash 8. And if you’re going to do cool stuff, like encode your own video, you
need Flash 8 Professional.

You should know your way around the Flash workspace. But don’t worry; I do
give you a brief refresher course on some of the basic Flash stuff, like creating
animations, working with text, and so on. When you create animations,
and for that matter format text, choose colors, and so on, you use the
Properties Inspector to set the parameters for the object with which you are
working. Therefore, you should have a working knowledge of the Properties
Inspector. I also show you how to work with ActionScript. However, in order
to follow along, you should have a basic knowledge of the Actions panel.
Another thing you should know is how to manipulate HTML documents.

Although your main work in this book uses Flash, you still have to do some
editing to the HTML document in which your Flash Web site is embedded. If
you have working knowledge of an HTML editor, such as Dreamweaver,
you’re one step ahead of the game. Another benefit of Dreamweaver is the
fact that you can use the software to upload files to the Web provider that
hosts the Web site.
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Creative Problem Solving for Managers: Developing Skills for DeciRoutledge, 2005

	This accessible text provides a lively introduction to the essential skills of creative problem solving. Using extensive case-studies and examples from a range of business situations, it explores various problem-solving theories and techniques, illustrating how these can be used to solve a range of management problems.
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Public Interest Rules of International Law (The Ashgate International Law Series)Ashgate, 2009
This book seeks to clarify factors that play an important role in securing the effectiveness of legal regimes that aim at protecting public interests of the international community. In Part 1, the authors focus on theoretical problems arising in the implementation process of those legal regimes from both a constitutional and functional...
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International Perspective, An Issue of Clinics in Sports Medicine, 1e (The Clinics: Orthopedics)Saunders, 2008

	Dr. Lyle Micheli, Director of Sports Medicine, Boston Children’s Hospital at Harvard Medical School and Vice-President, International Federation of Sports Medicine (FIMS) will guest edit this issue. The unifying theme of this edition will be subject matter unfamiliar to the North American sports medicine community. Some examples: the...
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PHP and MySQL for Dynamic Web Sites: Visual QuickPro Guide (4th Edition)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Today’s Web users expect exciting pages

	that are updated frequently and provide

	a customized experience. For them, Web

	sites are more like communities, to which

	they’ll return time and again. At the same

	time, Web-site administrators want sites

	that are easier to update and maintain,

	understanding...
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Beginner's Guide to Create Models in 3ds Max 2016CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	The Beginner’s Guide to Create Models in 3ds Max® 2016 offers a hands-on exercises based strategy for all those digital artists who have just started working on the 3ds Max [no experience needed] and interested in learning modeling in 3ds Max. This brilliant guide takes you step-by-step through the whole process of modeling. From...
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Cloud Computing and VirtualizationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		The purpose of this book is first to study cloud computing concepts, security concern in clouds and data centers, live migration and its importance for cloud computing, the role of firewalls in domains with particular focus on virtual machine (VM) migration and its security concerns. The book then tackles design, implementation of...
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